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Initial Design and Features of an Augmented Reality System for Urban Park Tour-
ing and Management

ABSTRACT: Urban parks and open green areas are important attractions of environmental interest to city residents and
visitors. Careful and well-targeted promotion of these areas, not only enhances the importance of their existence in the urban
space, but at the same time can assist in the development of alternative forms of “green tourism”, and towards the direction of
environmental awareness among citizens, which is particularly important nowadays and crucial for the future of the planet.
New technologies are a key tool in enhancing the experience of touring urban parks, as they can make the tour much more
attractive, highlighting interesting information about the flora and fauna of the park, as well as various other points of
interest. At the same time, they can help guide the visitor inside relatively large parks, and easily identify his/her paths, thus
highlighting areas of the park that would otherwise be neglected. They can also assist park managers in organizing events,
thus solving one of the key operating problems mainly of large-scale urban parks, which is the failure to exploit their entire site
due to reduced or problematic accessibility. This paper presents the initial design methodology and the main features of an
integrated system that comprises an augmented reality mobile application for visitors of urban parks, and a corresponding
park management web application for the managers of such park. Through the mobile app, an attractive, interactive touring
environment will be created which will highlight the environmental and historical interest of those sites. At the same time, the
web application will receive multimedia data from the users and will automatically collect anonymous data that may be useful
to park managers to improve the visitors’ touring experience and to better highlight the advantages of visiting such parks.
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1. Introduction

There are thousands of urban parks around the world, with millions of daily visitors. In addition to the environmental benefits that
these parks provide to their hosting cities, they also constitute recreational spaces for citizens and city visitors. However, in most
cases, their attractiveness could be further increased and could be focused to specific target groups that could benefit
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from what these parks have to offer. At the same time, given the existence of appropriate technological tools, park administrators
could also benefit from information provided by the visitors themselves or statistical analysis of automatically generated
information from visitors’ behavior during touring in the parks.

Thus, new technologies can definitely be used to make the touring of urban parks not only more attractive and useful, but also
safer and more rewarding to the visitor [1-2]. At the same time, if used properly, they could offer very useful information to park
administrators, regarding several aspects of park management and touring services, such as: a) visitors demographics, areas/
paths popularity and other touring related information, b) problem reporting and relevant feedback from visitors, and c) interac-
tion with visitors concerning event and/or alert announcements, etc.

However, the majority of current research focuses primarily on computer vision and tracking, or investigates the needs of urban
residents, who are already familiar with their environment [3]. This paper proposes the development of an augmented reality
(AR) system for urban park touring and management, which adopts a user-centered approach into the design, focusing on an
empirical methodology for the investigation and analysis of the requirements of uses who are not familiar with the park
environment, while at the same time, park managers take advantage of all types of user activity information to improve park
operation. Thus, in this paper, the initial design concepts of the proposed system are presented and its basic features regarding
visitor experience and park management are analyzed. In Section 2, existing relevant systems are explored. Section 3 presents the
basic methodology for system requirements for both types of users: park visitors and park managers. Then, in Section 4 the
system design and main features are presented, while Section 5 analyzes some foreseen operational problems and possible
solutions. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper with some future directions towards system implementation and validation.

2. Existing Urban Park Touring Applications

In the field of urban park touring, existing augmented reality applications are primarily aimed at facilitating visitors’ touring
inside the parks, promoting specific points of interest, and improving the experience of sightseeing in the park area. The vast
majority of them (e.g., REI National Park Guide & Maps [4], Tuscany+ [5], Krka National Park [6], Chimani Viewport Tool [7], and
others) focus their augmented reality features towards simple touring facilitation and the provision of information for specific
points of interest (POIs), while very few of them also provide information about plants and trees of the park (e.g., Central Park
Entire [8]) or allow the users to report specific problems in the park (e.g., Park Path™ - Local Park Finder [9]).

Table 1 presents the frequency of occurrence of the most important features among 12 of the most successful augmented reality
applications for urban park touring. It is clear from the presented results that navigating visitors to the park and locating the
park’s points of interest are the main services that these applications offer, as these features are provided by all 12 considered
applications. Equally important is the availability of the application in English, although for many of these applications English
is their basic language. The additional provision of information and historical data for various parts of the parks is also a service
provided by most existing applications (75% of them). However, when the services contain elements of augmented reality and
artificial intelligence, like a) showing the distance to specific points of interest through the camera, b) using the camera of the
device to navigate the park, and c) identifying plant species, availability percentages drop considerably (33%, 33%, and 17%,
respectively). Finally, the very important feature of problem reporting using relevant multimedia material, is only available in one
of the 12 applications under review.

The main advantages of the proposed system for urban park touring and management against existing applications, are the
following:

• Its rich database of information on entities of all types that exist in an urban park. The user will be receiving information
through augmented reality about specific trees and plants on his/her field of view, as well as other POIs that may be found in the
surrounding area (e.g., statues, monuments, buildings of special interest, etc.),

• The interactivity in the user interface. The user of the mobile application of the proposed system will not only be the recipient
of rich information, but also a transmitter of such information. User involvement will not be limited to social media but also to
reporting problems, sending comments and transmitting multimedia material to the park administrators.

• The provision of digital services to stakeholders. Park administrators that will use the management application of the proposed
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Feature Percentage of occurrence  (%)

User navigation inside the park 100.0

Localization of Points of Interest (POIs) 100.0

Availability in English 100.0

Provision of historical information 75.0

User’s distance from POIs using AR 33.3

Camera use capability for navigation 33.3

Plant species identification 16.5

Problem reporting with image data 8.3

Table 1. Frequency of occurrence of the most important features among 12 existing augmented reality applications for urban
park touring

system, will have the ability to be informed of any problems in the park area, as well as to receive useful usage statistics, such
as visitors’ routes and gathering points or locations, with the goal of continuously improving the visitor’s touring experience.

3. User Requirements Analysis Methodology

The development of user requirements of an information system is a process which includes the contribution of both the
systems analyst and the end-users, since the specific requirements come as a result of potential system use scenarios that have
to cover the wideset use range possible.

Usage scenarios are in direct association with interest groups. Interest groups are groups of users who use the system in
different ways, for different reasons and for different purposes. Therefore, the system should provide functions and capabilities
tailored to each interest group. In the proposed system, the main interest groups are two: park visitors and park managers. Each
interest group (especially visitors) can contain of course, many different user categories.

By creating the baseline usage scenarios, possible use-cases for each usage scenario can be described. These use-cases refer to
specific application usage situations, which create different user needs from the system. Therefore, these use-cases will result in
the different user requirements that need to be implemented in system development. This is the basic methodology of extracting
and analyzing the touring requirements of the system to be developed. The following sub-sections give the basic structure and
the characteristics of the three basic parameters of this approach, namely the usage scenarios, the use-cases, and finally the
touring requirements.

Based on the application field of the proposed augmented reality system, four different usage scenarios (US) can be distin-
guished:

• US1: Urban park touring

•  US2: Input and management of entities of interest

•  US3: Two-way communication of the two main interest groups

•  US4: Exploitation of park visitors touring data

The first usage scenario refers to the most important of the several uses of the application, which concerns the visitors of the park.
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It includes all the possible actions that park touring might involve, for any type of visitor. The second usage scenario concerns
the ability of the system administrator to manage the entities of the park and all relevant information in the system database.
These entities can be categorized into some basic groups: i) plant material, ii) monuments/statues, iii) urban equipment (benches,
lights, etc.), iv) gathering points, v) other POIs. The third usage scenario concerns the exchange of information between park
visitors and park managers. Park visitors should be able to send reports on specific problems that they encounter in the park,
while park managers should be able to send announcements regarding park operations, events, etc., and security notifications.
Finally, the fourth usage scenario has to do with data that can be collected anonymously by the mobile devices running the
application, which concern location and demographic information and can be used by the park managers to draw specific
conclusions on the touring habits of their park visitors.

For each of these four usage scenarios, a number of specific use-cases have been considered, leading to corresponding user
requirements that the proposed system should cover through its included features and operational characteristics. Operational
requirements were divided into two basic categories: those that concerned the park visitors, and those that concerned the part
managers and system administrators. In addition, some non-operational requirements were considered, concerning system
reliability, performance, usefulness, transferability, and security. Finally, technical requirements concerning the necessary hard-
ware components (camera, GPS, etc.) of the mobile and server equipment that will run the corresponding subsystems, were also
considered.

4. System Design and Main Features

Each of the four main usage scenarios presented in the previous section, is essentially implemented by a corresponding
subsystem of the integrated system, as follows:

• US1 → Touring subsystem

• US2 → Entities and information editor subsystem

• US3→ Notifications management subsystem

• US4 → Visiting and touring data subsystem

The “Touring subsystem” mainly concerns the visitor’s mobile application of the system. This application provides navigation
services to the visitors and, through its AR environment, gives additional information on POIs in the park, as well as events and
alerts notifications. Thus, the user of the application uses the corresponding subsystem for purposes that have to do with either
the location or the corresponding information of the surrounding POIs, information on current events in the park, or to search
for interesting paths inside the park. Navigation or information data is dynamic and can change based on the user’s movement
and the view point of the mobile device that runs the application.

The “Entities and information editor subsystem” is operated by the administrator of the proposed system, which can be the park
manager. Alternatively, the subsystem can be provided as a service to the park managers’ team. Its role is to provide functions
for input and management of the entities of interest inside the park, which are incorporated in the visitor’s AR application. In
addition, the subsystem provides editing capabilities for the menus and specific functions of the visitor’s mobile application.

The “Notifications management subsystem” deals with the operation of the two-way communication between the two main
types of users of the system: park visitors and park managers. The communication concerns two types of messages: problem
reports, and announcements/notifications. Park visitors, which use the AR mobile application, can send reports on specific
problems that they identify during their park visit, which may concern park operation problems, specific issues on existing
entities or equipment, or even security concerns. Park managers, through their web application, can manage these reports, give
them priorities, mark their resolution status, etc. The second type of messages managed by the specific subsystem concerns
announcements about specific current and future events or operational issues of the park, and possible security alerts or
warnings that have to reach the visitors through their mobile apps as soon as possible.

The “Visiting and touring data subsystem” deals with the collection and exploitation of park visiting and touring data. It uses
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information on the behavior of the park visitors, which collects it anonymously through the mobile application usage, like, for
example, common paths and routes, points of gathering, point of increased interest, etc. Park managers can use the subsystem
through the web application of the system to analyze visitors touring habits and use the data to improve park exploitation and
thus make the touring experience better.

Each of the above subsystems includes the necessary infrastructure and backend or frontend features through which the
objectives of the corresponding usage scenarios are materialized. In addition, to complete their individual functions, the sub-
systems are required to exchange and share data structures between them. In order to communicate as independently and as
asynchronously as possible, the architecture incorporates a Data Synchronization Interface, in which the individual communica-
tion functions between the subsystems is assembled. These are depicted in Figure 1.

The following sub-sections present the main design approaches for each of the four main subsystems.

Figure 1. Overall architecture of the proposed system

4.1. Touring Subsystem
The Touring subsystem will comprise the main part of the AR application for the visitors to urban parks. It will create an interactive
touring environment that highlights the environmental and historical interests of the site. The subsystem will use AR technolo-
gies and, based on the location and orientation of the user, will provide real-time information about points of interest (trees,
gardens, statues, monuments, etc.) found in the field of view of the user. It will also be possible for the user to select a predeter-
mined route that he/she wants to follow, or to make his/her own route based on the points of the park that interest him/her. The
system will help the user navigate to the next point of the route at a time. Also, the Touring subsystem will present in real-time
information about periodic actions taking place in the park. The content of the subsystem that concerns park entities that do not
change frequently, will be dynamically loaded through the “Entities and information editor” subsystem, which will determine what
will appear in the application. On the other hand, the dynamic content of the application, will change on a daily basis will be loaded
through the “Notifications management” subsystem.
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The architecture of the Touring subsystem is focused on two basic functions: Touring and Notifications. Its connection to the
other subsystems is realized through corresponding APIs. Problem reports registered by the users, feed the Notifications
management subsystem. All the material of the Touring subsystem is extracted from the Entities and information editor sub-
system. Every time the application opens on the visitor’s mobile device, the Touring subsystem queries the corresponding API of
the Entities and information editor subsystem whether there is a change in the content, to download it. The same process is
performed by the Notifications management subsystem, concerning existing park events and announcements. If the mobile
device has no Internet connection (no WiFi available or data is disabled), there will be a relevant notification to the user. For the
disclosure of usage data, the user’s consent will be asked during the installation of the application, and the process will be able
to be disabled at any time, through the application settings. The exact architecture of this subsystem is still under consideration,
thus no final architecture design is provided at this point.

4.2. Entities and Information Editor Subsystem
The Entities and information editor subsystem will manage all park entities, their categorization, their spatial dimension, the
metadata describing them, the digital material that is connected to them (photos, sounds, videos), and any AR signals connected
to them. This subsystem will also affect the operating parameters of the visitor’s mobile application, as to the type of information
to be provided to the user (which entities will be displayed to the user), the level of detail provided, etc. For example, urban
equipment and emergency meeting points may not be visible to the visitor unless the park manager wants it. Additionally, this
subsystem also creates the routes that are suggested to the visitors.

Park managers, through the specific subsystem, will be able to import new entities into the park, modify existing ones, and delete
them. Once they have completed the desired changes, they will create an updated version of the mobile application, which will
downloaded to the mobile devices when the application opens and the devices is connected to the internet. Communication will
be performed through OAuth2 [10] for secure access via Client Id and Client Secret [11], and Access and Refresh tokens. In
addition, the administrator of the subsystem will be able to add users to the park manager’s web application, and assign specific
roles to them (e.g., simple park manager or park manager with editing privileges). Finally, there will be a multilingual management
system. For each field of documentation, it will be possible to register the translation in several languages, as desired by the
administrator.

The subsystem will have a front-end from where all the content and user management tasks will be performed, and a backend
where all processing and storage functions will be run in the database, and where the interface API will run. As with the first
subsystem, the exact architecture of this subsystem too is still under consideration, thus no final architecture design is provided
at this point.

4.3. Notifications Management Subsystem
The notifications management subsystem is responsible for two basic functions of the proposed system: (a) sending and
managing reports of problems in the park, and (b) sending notifications and any type of announcements to the visitors of the park.
Due to the involvement of both park visitors and park managers in this particular subsystem, its design requires the creation of
two subsystem subsets, one in the visitor’s AR application and the other in the park manager’s application. Sending problem
reports is performed by users of the visitor mobile application via a simple interface in which:

• The type of problem is selected by the user through a predefined list of some basic choices (e.g., Plant material, Building/
Construction/Path, Bench, Lighting, Water/Irrigation, Pollution, Danger)

• The camera application of the mobile device is used to attach a relevant photograph to the report

• The GPS of the mobile device is used to establish the location of the reported event

• It is possible for the user to optionally add some short comments to the report (description of the problem).

Problem reporting is received by the corresponding subsystem of the park manager’s application. In that, the park manager has
the ability to investigate the reports, to group them accordingly, and to set specific resolution priorities. In addition, the manager
can register the reports as resolved when all required actions for their resolution have been completed by the park staff. At the
same time, visitor users can view their registered problem reports, as well as the reports that have been registered by all users of
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the application. In addition, they can view specific statistics on the various reports, such as percentages per problem category,
average resolution times, etc.

As far as notifications and announcements are concerned, park managers can send push-up notification at any time to all park
visitors who run the mobile application, as well as send announcements for various park activities, events or any other
information regarding park operation (e.g., change of visiting hours, etc.).

Figure 2 shows the architecture of the notifications management subsystem, with its three main structures being the backend of
the subsystem and the two corresponding frontends, one for the visitor’s mobile application and one for the park manager’s web
application. The Data Synchronization Interface, which is integrated into some Central Management System of the entire
proposed system, performs all the necessary data flow supervision and synchronization. All data of the subsystem, whether it
concerns problem reports or notifications/announcements, is stored in the subsystem database. Whenever a user reports a
problem via the corresponding interface of the visitor’s application, the data (of the sensors of the device and that generated by
the user’s selections and inputs, as described above) are sent to the Problem Management module, where the necessary checks
are made as to whether the reported problem has already been registered or is a new addition. The data then passes through the
Data Pre-processing module to be stored in the subsystem’s database. Similarly, if the data concerns a notification or announce-
ment created by the park manager via the corresponding manager application’s frontend, this data is sent to a corresponding
module that manages these notifications, and by following similar steps as before, they are stored in the subsystem database.
In the case of data retrieval from both applications (visitor’s and park manager’s), the two basic modules of Data Analysis and
Data Retrieval are used, for both cases (notifications and problem reporting).

4.4. Visiting and Touring Data Subsystem
The Visiting and touring data subsystem allows the park manager to investigate visiting patterns in areas, paths, and specific
places in the park. For this purpose, it collects visitor activity data recorded in the Touring Subsystem and then made available
through the Data Synchronization Interface. The Visiting and touring data subsystem periodically receives the visitor activity
data in the form: <application ID, location, timestamp>, where the application ID is the unique ID of the visitor’s application, the
location is the exact visitor’s GPS location, and the timestamp is the exact time of the positing logging. The subsystem creates
similar triplets every 30 seconds (for each visitor) and sends them asynchronously when the mobile device connects to the
network. Additionally, the subsystem updates the park spatial data via the “Entities and information editor subsystem”, through
the Data Synchronization Interface. On all this information, the park manager can perform queries and analyses, the results of
which are either displayed on the Interactive Map component of the system or are stored as reports. The subsystem is based on
three pillars in order to present the visitors behavior: (a) traffic per park area, (b) traffic per park path, and (c) traffic per point of
the park. The architecture of the Visiting and touring data subsystem is depicted in Figure 3.

4.5. System Structure and Main AR features
The overall structure of the proposed system takes the general form shown in Figure 4. The component in the middle that
connects the two basic applications of the system (Interactive Map Component) serves as a common ground of the two
applications, the visitor’s AR mobile app and the manager’s web app, and provides visualization features and editing features to
both basic applications.

The exact AR user interface is yet to be determined, however, its basic features have already been defined. It will include a
“Discover the Park” section with a categorization of park entities (monuments-statues, botanical gardens, shelters, palm trees,
other trees and plants of specific interest, etc.). Each category will display its corresponding content. Selecting this content will
show detailed information for each entity. There will be also navigation instructions of each entity, and augment content will be
provided, if such content exists.

A second section will be called “Recommended Routes”. The user will see specific labeled routes, and by selecting them, he/she
will be able to see the points that comprise them. By selecting a point, the user will be able to see more information about it. If
navigation is selected, the user will be taken to the first point of the route, and so on. The user will also be able to create his/her
own routes (“My Routes”). A name should be entered for the route, together with the choice of specific entities that will be
included in the route, which is then stored locally, on the mobile device.

Another option will be the ability to see what is around the user (“Near Me”). Selecting this option will open the camera of the
mobile device, and the user will be able to rotate it in all directions and see which park entities are nearby, in the foreground and
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Figure 2. Architecture of the Notifications Management Subsystem

background of the field of view of the device.

Finally, the user will have some additional options like “Favorites”, where favorite park entities can be stored, and “Search”, where
he/she can search for some of the information contained in the application.
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Figure 3. Architecture of the Visiting and Touring Data Subsystem

Figure 4. General structure of the proposed system
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5. Discussion

AR technologies constitute a very promising approach to making urban park environments and other touristic sites more
attractive, especially when combined with gamification methods and other learning techniques [1, 12]. However, several practi-
cal problems can arise during the operation of an AR system is uncontrolled outdoor environments, especially with complex
objects like trees and plants that exist in urban parks. A main limitation of such AR systems is that they require a high registration
precision [13]. In such outdoor scenarios, GPS and digital compass provide position and orientation data, but their accuracy is
not sufficient for a seamless and well-aligned overlay onto the user’s view [14]. The main problem arises when the distance
between the user and the object of interest becomes so small that the error of the GPS-provided position makes the AR-provided
position of the object to appear at different than its actual position on the user’s view, or even to disappear, while in reality it is
still in front of the user.

A real-time visual tracking system that uses visual cues of buildings in an urban environment for correcting this problem of
conventional tracking systems has been proposed in [14]. However, this approach is focused on buildings, which are rather
simpler structures than those existing in urban parks, and it also relies on knowledge of CAD models of the buildings. Another
interesting approach proposes the use of input from a video tracker that detects natural 2-D features in the video sequence to
reduce such errors [15], while more recently, similar but more sophisticated approaches based on deep learning [16] have been
developed [17].

In our work, a similar deep learning method will be developed to be integrated into the proposed AR system, focused on urban
park entities and based on simple GPS correction rules. An object detection model will be developed and trained to identify the
park entities included into the AR application. The detection will be happening in real-time and when the distance between the
user and a specific object of interest becomes smaller than a predefined threshold, the GPS-provided location information will be
overridden and possibly corrected by the output of the object identification and tracking model.

The proposed model will be trained on image data of several urban park entities acquired during several environmental condi-
tions in the system’s testing site. It will be based on existing sophisticated object tracking models, such as the recent YOLOv3
[18] which can meet the time-demanding constraints of the proposed application.

6. Conclusions

In this work, the initial design methodology of an AR system for urban park touring and management was presented, and its
basic features regarding visitor experience and park management were analyzed. The proposed system comprises of two basic
applications, the visitor’s AR mobile app, and the park manager’s web app. The design of both applications is based on the
identification of four basic usage scenarios, which lead to the extraction of specific use cases, leading to the definition of user
requirements for the development of the integrated system.

In addition, the main features of the proposed system were described and some foreseen operational problems related to
location registration errors were discussed, while the proposed solution based on real-time object identification models and
their integration into the AR application was analyzed.

The initial version of the system, when developed, will be tested in “Pedion Areos” urban park [19] in the center of Athens,
Greece, and assessed in real operating conditions so that useful insights can be drawn towards its improvement.
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